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ABSTRACT

We present the results of state-of-the-art simulations of recollimation shocks induced by the in-

teraction of a relativistic jet with an external medium, including the e� ect of radiative losses of

the shocked gas. Our simulations con�rm that – as suggested by earlier semi-analytical models

– the post-shock pressure loss induced by radiative losses may lead to a stationary equilibrium

state characterized by a very strongfocusingof the �ow, with the formation of quite narrow noz-

zles, with cross-sectional radii as small as 10� 3 times the length scale of the jet. We also study the

time-dependent evolution of the jet structure induced of a density perturbation injected at the �ow

base. The set-up and the results of the simulations are particularly relevant for the interpretation

of the observed rapid variability of the -ray emission associated to �at spectrum radio quasars.

In particular, the combined e� ects of jet focusing and Doppler beaming of the observed radiation

make it possible to explain the sub-hour �aring events such as that observed in the FSRQ PKS

1222+216 by MAGIC.

Key words. radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — –rays: galaxies — quasars: individual:

4C+21.35

1. Introduction

Extragalactic relativistic jets – collimated out�ows of plasma expelled by supermassive black holes

residing in central regions of active galactic nuclei and traveling for hundreds of kpc – are among

the most fascinating astrophysical structures. Their phenomenology is regulated by complex time-

dependent physical processes involving magnetic �elds and plasma. Shocks and/or magnetic recon-

nection sites are able to accelerate charged particles to ultrarelativistic energies, whose presence is
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�agged by intense non-thermal emission over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, up to the TeV

band (e.g. Romero et al. 2017, for a review). Relativistic jets are best studied in blazars (see e.g.

Urry & Padovani 1995). The jet of these sources is closely aligned toward the line of sight and,

thanks to this favorable geometry, their non-thermal emission is strongly ampli�ed by the relativis-

tic beaming e� ects.

The observation of the emission from blazar jets at the highest energies, accessible thanks to

space (Fermi) and ground based (Cherenkov arrays) instruments, is revealing numerous unexpected

features. One of the most intriguing and challenging aspects is the ultra-fast variability (doubling

time . 1 hour, down to few minutes) detected in several blazars (Aharonian et al. 2007; Albert

et al. 2007; Arlen et al. 2013; Aleksić et al. 2011, 2014). These very small timescale are often

smaller than the light crossing time of the horizon of the supermassive black hole (e.g. Vovk &

Babíc 2015) and their interpretation requires extreme physical conditions (e.g. Begelman et al.

2008). In particular, very rapid variability events detected in the most powerful blazars, the Flat

Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQ), are the most challenging to interpret. FSRQ display the classical

broad emission lines of quasars, �agging the existence of a broad line region in which clouds of

photoionized gas reprocessed part of the intense continuum emitted by the accretion �ow. Due to

the anticipated absorption of the -ray radiation above few tens of GeV through the interaction

with soft (UV) photons (e.g. Liu & Bai 2006), one can put robust lower limits to the distance of the

emitting region from the central black hole since, to avoid absorption, the emission is constrained

to occur beyond the BLR radiusRBLR, of the order of� 0:1 pc. For a conical geometry of the jet

(with semiaperture� j � 0:1) this lower limit to the distance readily translates into a lower limit

for the jet radius and (through light crossing time argument) to the minimum variability timescale,

� t & RBLR� j=cD = 105 D � 1
1 s (for which we use a Doppler factor1 D = 10), a value clearly

not compatible with the most extreme minute-timescale events. One of the �rst FSRQ showing

rapid variability events was PKS 1222+122 which, during a �are in June 2010, was detected by the

MAGIC telescopes with a �ux increasing with a doubling timescale of about 10 minutes (Aleksić

et al. 2011). Since the discovery of PKS 1222+122 other FSRQ have been observed to vary on

short timescales. Recently, 3C 279 has been detected during a pointedFermi/LAT observation to

vary with a timescale of about 5 minutes (Ackermann et al. 2016).

In the framework of the classical shock-in-jet scenario for particle acceleration (e.g. Aller et al.

1985) is clearly hard to explain very short �ares. At a �rst sight, the only possibility to explain

the fast variability in FSRQ seems to admit the existence of compact (R . 1015 cm) emission

regions embedded in the jet at distances of the order of� 0.1 pc from the central engine (e.g.

Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2008; Tavecchio et al. 2011). Generally, such compact regions have been

identi�ed in activesubstructuresof the jet, such as plasmoids resulting from e� cient reconnection

of the magnetic �eld (Giannios 2013; Petropoulou et al. 2016) or in turbulent cells embedded in

the relativistic �ow (Narayan & Piran 2012; Marscher 2014). These scenarios have been widely

1 de�ned asD = [ j(1 � � j cos� v)] � 1, where j is the jet Lorentz factor,� j the jet speed (in units of the speed
of light c) and� v the viewing angle.
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discussed in the past (see also Aharonian et al. 2017). However, one can adopt a di� erent view

and explore the possibility that the emission occurs within the entire (or a large fraction of the) jet.

This could be reconciled with the fast variability if the jet su� ers a strongrecollimationinteracting

with an external medium. Jet recollimation has been widely studied in the past (e.g. Komissarov

& Falle 1998; Sokolov et al. 2004; Stawarz et al. 2006; Nalewajko & Sikora 2009). Bromberg

& Levinson (2009) extended the calculations including the e� ect of strong radiative losses of the

shocked plasma. The cooling, causing a loss of pressure in the compressed region, allows the jet

to be “squeezed" by large factors. Bromberg & Levinson applied their scenario to the case of BL

Lac objects and radiogalaxies but – as proposed in Tavecchio et al. (2011) – it can also be applied

to FSRQ, for which the cooling of the plasma (dominated by the inverse Compton scattering of the

ambient soft photons (e.g. Ghisellini et al. 1998) is expected to be even more severe than for other

sources.

In this paper we intend to study the recollimation of a jet subject to important radiative losses

extending the previous approximated semi-analytical approach of Bromberg & Levinson (2009),

by performing high resolution axisymmetric numerical simulations using of the state-of-the-art

numerical code PLUTO (Mignone et al. 2007, 2012). The structure of the paper is the following:

in Sect. 2 we illustrate the model and the setup used. In Sect. 3 we show the results of simulations

for stationary states and for the time-dependent evolution of a density perturbation. In Sect. 4 we

conclude.

2. The model

We want to construct a numerical model of the con�nement of a relativistic jet by the pressure of

the surrounding medium. We assume axisymmetry and make use of the cylindrical coordinatesr

andz, wherez is the coordinate along the jet axis andr is the radial coordinate. We inject a conical

relativistic jet, with opening angle� 0, in an overpressured con�ning region with a pressure pro�le

pext(z) = pa

 
z
z0

! � 2

(1)

and a density pro�le

� ext = � a

 
z
z0

! � 2

(2)

wherez0 represents the height at which the jet starts to interact with the con�ning region.

The jet is injected in the con�ning region (z0 = 1) with a Lorentz factor j and a radiusr j =

� 0z0, and is subject to radiative losses by non thermal processes. In this paper we don't consider

the dynamical e� ects of a magnetic �eld, therefore the evolution equations determining the jet

dynamics are the continuity equation

@� (� u� ) = 0; (3)
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where� is the proper density andu� is the four-velocity, and the energy momentum conservation

@� T �� = S� (4)

whereT �� is the stress-energy tensor of a perfect gas

T �� = wu� u� + pg�� (5)

wherew and p denote, respectively, the proper enthalpy and pressure andg�� is the metric tensor

for a �at space.S� denotes a source term associated with radiative losses, whose form is speci�ed

below. The system of equations (3) and (4) is completed by providing an equation of state relating

w, � andp. Following Mignone et al. (2005), we adopt the following prescription:

w =
5
2

p +

r
9
4

p2 + � 2 (6)

which closely reproduces the thermodynamics of the Synge gas for a single-specie relativistic

perfect �uid with a smooth transition from the adiabatic exponent� = 5=3 in the non relativistic

limit to � = 4=3 in the ultra relativistic case (here and in the following we always putc = 1).

For radiative losses we assume a very simple form, they are taken to be proportional to the

pressure and we additionally assume that it is only the gas above a certain threshold temperature

Tc that radiates. The �rst assumption is widely adopted (e.g. Komissarov & Falle 1998; Bromberg

& Levinson 2009). For the case under study here the cooling is dominated by the inverse Compton

emission on a �xed target radiation �eld. The emissivity (the frequency integrated radiated power

per unit volume) of the non-thermal particles measured in the plasma comoving frame,� � � S0,

can be expressed as:

� =
4
3

� Tc Uext

Z  max

 min

n( ) 2d (7)

where� T is the Thomson cross section,Uext is the energy density of the external radiation �eld,

 is the electron Lorentz factor andn( ) is the non-thermal electron energy distribution, for sim-

plicity assumed to be a power law with slope 2,n( ) = k � 2, in the range min <  <  max, with

 min �  max (all quantities are expressed in the �ow frame). Performing the integral one obtains

� = (4=3)� Tc Uextk max. The energy density of the non-thermal relativistic electrons is:

Ue = mec2
Z  max

 min

n( ) d = kmec2� ; (8)

where� = ln( max= min). Combining the two equations above we can write:

� =
4� T

3mec
 max

�
UextUe =

pe

� c
(9)
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where in the last step we usedpe = Ue=3 (valid for ultrarelativistic electrons) and we have de�ned

an e� ective cooling time:

� c =
mec�

4� T  maxUext
: (10)

The pressure of the non-thermal particles is supposed to be a fraction� e of the thermal one, i.e

pe = � ep. We note that the relation� / pe is valid if, as assumed here, the electron losses are

determined by the inverse Compton emission on a �xed target radiation �eld. In case the losses are

dominated by synchrotron or synchrotron-self Compton emission one should also consider the role

of the magnetic �eld. The assumption on the critical temperature is intended to mimic the idea that

high temperatures �ag the presence of relativistic particles in the �ow. A last point concerns the fact

that (as also pointed out by Nalewajko & Sikora (2009)), in a realistic treatment one should assume

that relativistic non-thermal particles are accelerated close to the shock fronts and then advected in

the other regions of the jet. Both the electron distribution and� e should thus be treated as functions

of the position in the �ow. For simplicity this is not considered here. In any case, we expect that

the global dynamical e� ects of cooling, such as those explored here, do not dramatically depends

on these details. Similarly to Bromberg & Levinson (2009) the quantities characterizing the non-

thermal population are assumed constant in the jet. Implicitly this choice assumes the existence of

some mechanism (e.g. turbulence) continuously supplying the energy lost by particles through the

emission.

With the assumptions above, and assuming that, in the rest frame of the gas, radiation is

isotropic (for our applications we can safely neglect the anisotropy of the external Compton ra-

diation �eld, Dermer (1995); Ghisellini & Tavecchio (2010)), we can expressS� as

S� = (�
� ep
� c

; 0; 0; 0): (11)

In the laboratory frame we can then write

S� = �
� ep
� c

u� (12)

Equations (3) and (4) are solved numerically by using the adaptive mesh re�nenment (AMR)

version of the PLUTO code (Mignone et al. 2007, 2012), with a second order scheme and HLLC

Riemann solver (Mignone & Bodo 2005). We perform two-dimensional axisymmetric simulations

using the cylindrical coordinatesr andz on a grid that covers the domain 0< r < rD, 1 < z < zD,

whererD = 1:5z0 andzD = 9z0. We make use of 6 levels of re�nement, the base grid is made

by 64� 384 points and we have an equivalent maximum resolution of 4096� 24576 points. The

boundary conditions are re�ective on the axisr = 0, out�ow at the outer boundarieszD = 9z0 and

rD = 1:5z0. At the lower boundaryz0 = 1, for r < r j we have in�ow conditions injecting the jet

�ow, while, for r > r j , we have re�ective conditions.
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The jet is injected with a proper density� j = 10� 6� a, where� a is the ambient density atz = z0,

with a Lorentz factor j = 10 and and pressure isp j = 7 � 10� 3pa. The corresponding energy �ux

is:

L j = �� 2
0z2

0wj  2
j vj (13)

wherewj , according to Eq. (6) is

wj =
5
2

p j +

r
9
4

p2
j + � 2

j (14)

In the simulations we �x the parameters to values representative for the �aring state of PKS

1222+216 (e.g. Tavecchio et al. 2011). For the energy �ux we useL j = 1046 erg s� 1, Using max =

105, � ' 10 (quite insensitive on the exact value of min) andUext = 3� 10� 2 (suitable to reproduce

the IR radiation �eld of the torus (e.g. Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2008) we obtain� c ' 3� 104 s. Since

we assume that the jet is already beyond the BLR we �xz0 to the BLR radius,z0 = 7 � 1017 cm.

The cooling time is thus of the order of� c = 10� 3z0=c. We investigate the e� ects of radiative losses

by performing a series of simulations with di� erent values of� e in the range 0:01� 0:1.

3. Results

3.1. The equilibrium con�guration

The characteristics of recollimation shocks resulting from the interaction of a under-pressured

relativistic jet with external con�ning material have been discussed in the past in particular by

Fig. 1. Distribution of the Lorentz factor for the case with� e = 0:01, showing the main features of the steady
solution. The red rectangle individuates the region shown in Fig. 2. Notice that the radial scale is strongly
stretched.
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Fig. 2. The left panel shows the pressure distribution in the region marked by the red rectangle in Fig. 1 for
the case with� e = 0:01. The arrows indicate the main features already displayed in Fig. 1. The right panel
displays the distribution of the observed emissivity (see Eq. (17)

Komissarov & Falle (1998); Bromberg & Levinson (2007, 2009); Nalewajko & Sikora (2009). The

gross structure consists of a contact discontinuity separating the shocked jet layer and the ambient

medium and a recollimation shock. Komissarov & Falle (1997) derived, under suitable approxima-

tions, simple analytical formulae for the geometrical properties of the shock. Assuming a power

law pro�le for the pressure of the external gas,pext(z) = az� � , the pro�le r(z) of the recon�nement

shock follows the di� erential equation:

dr
dz

=
r
z

� Az� (15)

where� = 1 � �=2 andA = (� a� 2
0c=�� jL j)1=2, where� = 0:7. The solution of this equation, with

the conditionr = r0 at z = z0 is:

r(z) = z� j �
A
�

z� j

h
z� � z�

0

i
; (16)

for � , 2, andr(z) = zAln(zc=z), for � = 2 (i.e. � = 0) wherezc = z0 exp(r0=z0A). For the contact

discontinuity surface a similar analytical expression can be derived (Bromberg & Levinson 2007),

rc(z) = r0(z=z0)�=4.

These analytical solutions do not include the possible cooling of the post-shock plasma. Bromberg

& Levinson (2007) and Bromberg & Levinson (2009) constructed a class of semianalytical models

for the con�nment of the jet by the external pressure including also the e� ect of the pressure loss

due to radiation losses. As above, these solutions are subject to some approximations and limi-
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the Lorentz factors for the three cases with di� erent values of� e, i.e. � e = 0:01 (left
panel),� e = 0:03 (middle panel) and� e = 0:05 (right panel).

tations: in the shocked layer the �ow parameters are assumed to depend only on the coordinate

along the jet axisz (gradients alongr have been included by Nalewajko & Sikora (2009) and, more

critically, they do not get the structure of the solutions for values ofz > z� , wherez� is the point

where the recollimation shock reaches the jet axis.

Here we use a di� erent approach, by which we overcome the two limitations mentioned above,

solving numerically the time dependent equations and following the jet evolution until it reaches

a steady con�guration. We start the simulations atz = z0 with a conical jet of opening angle� 0

established over the entire computational domain. As the simulation evolves in time, the jet is

compressed by the higher pressure of the ambient medium, the recollimation shock is formed and

the system evolves towards its steady structure, that is reached at aboutt = 300z0=c. The main

features of the steady solutions mentioned above can be observed in Fig. 1, where we show the

Lorentz factor distribution for the case with the smaller value of� e = 10� 2. In the �gure we see the

region of unshocked jet material separated by the recollimation shock from the shocked jet layer. A

contact discontinuity separates this shocked material from the external medium, which appears in

black. The conical recollimation shock reaches the jet axis atz = z� � 3z0, where it is re�ected and

gives rise to a strong jet deceleration. From the detailed view of the pressure distribution, shown in

the left panel of Fig. 2, we can observe the formation of a complex shock structure, which leads to a

pressure maximum for 3:6z0 < z < 3:8z0 . Having linked the emissivity of non-thermal particles to

the value of the pressure (Eq. 11), the region of maximum pressure corresponds also to a maximum

of radiative losses. Therefore, in the region around the axis, the jet, having lost a fraction of its
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